
Safehaven Meeting August 18, 2021 Regular Board Meeting


Call to to order 6:07


Dwight Suzanne absent  


Tom present


Approval of the previous minutes:  Typo on one 18,00 instead of 18,000

Approval:  Moved-Lori, Seconded-Jann, passed


Project Manager’s Report:  Tom Atkinson


Not much progress on sewer before he left.  Underground Alaska (James) looked at the 4 belly 
sites.  He said the 12th Ave site was too expensive and suggested that we should put the 
camera through from the North.  He gave Tom an alternative camera provider and Tom has 
made an attempt to contact that contractor.  Not urgent to do this year.

James also said that near Sara’s place and near David’s place might actually be in the 
Municipal right-of-way.  Tom Asked Panone and he said that may be possible.  Knowing would 
require a surveyor and Tom got a quote from one.  He will pursue that when he gets back.


There was a Sewer Leak under 34 or 35.  Tom was examining Carolyn’s water to see if it was 
turned off.  When he was down there, Tom discovered some sewer leakage.  Mark O’Brien said 
he occasionally smelled sewer.   Sandy contacted both Cyrus and Tom Kyte but did not hear 
back.  Sandy suggested that they should tend to it when they come to take care of Dale’s 
water leak.  Dale said that he contacted Kyte also and Sandy said she would follow up.  


Unfinished Business:


Porches:  Sandy brought Troy Smiley down to look at the porch project for #21 and maybe 
#22.  He will give a bid for building around the existing concrete approaches.  Sandy contacted 
one of the previous contractors to modify the bid for sidewalk approaches only and has not 
heard back yet.


Boilers:   Sandy suggested a questionnaire be sent out to get opinions from the membership 
about the shutdown.  Discussion ensued:

	 - Janna suggested that we should share how much money was saved.

             -  Lori suggested asking about who use supplemental heat.       

             - Where people uncomfortable or were they running an electric heater?  

             - Tom was concerned about our old wiring.  

              -Lori said there was a smell of dampness in her unit.

              -Tom noted crawl spaces are dry when the heat is running.  They get musty without 
the heat.  That can be mitigated by opening vents in the summer and running fans and that the 
moisture might be promoting silverfish.  

                -In the two years that we have shut the boilers off we have paid about $800 per year 
to turn off and on. 

                 - We are not regulating what size heater would be appropriate.  

                - Janna feels that it is a complicated issue and that we should follow habitability 
standards.  

                 -The cost savings may not be enough to offset the costs and potential risks.




                -Tom suggested perhaps everyone be instructed to shut off the valves and leave it at 
that.  Boilers are tabled until the next meeting for further consideration.


Meeting with unit 17 buyer.  Sandy said we were not able to meet with the buyers yet and 
suggested that we hold the line on creating “special meetings”  Janna suggested that we 
should be in more control of the sale process.  Owners need to understand that their realtor 
has to take care of the organization of the meeting.  Sandy will contact Kim about the status of 
the sale.  Lori suggests a single sheet of seller responsibilities be created from some of the 
policies already in place and make this available to all residents. There was no objection to the 
buyers moving in as tenants with Kim keeping her full responsibilities until we  can meet with 
them at our regular meeting September 15.


Treasurer- Larry Taylor will be installed at the next meeting.  No objections.  He was not able to 
make tonight’s meeting.


New Business:


Should we move the account from AKUSA to Northrim?  The $250,000 FDIC insured limit goes 
by tax id. number and is per institution.  Tom suggested that we have that separate account at 
Alaska USA so that we can see what we have in reserves.  Tom suggested that we wait for 
Larry to get on board.  Lori would be happy to talk to Larry about how the money is handled 
and what the processes are for transferring from one institution to another.


Winter Maintenance:  

Get a bite from Alpine and compare to last year and if it is reasonable then don’t go out to bid.  


Roof Leak #15:  Larry informed Sandy that there was an issue with a fire alarm.  Fire 
department showed up and were able to open a window and the alarm started.  Eleanor was 
not home.  Larry tried to communicate with her and did so when she came home.  Her friend 
came over and took a look and discovered moisture at the location of the alarm.  Sandy shared 
Day/Night’s contact information with Eleanor and she arranged for them to take a look.  Tom 
suggested that the room over 15-18 may need repair or repellent.  We will wait for the 
assessment form Day/Night.


General Good:

Janna has been waiting for the attorney to get back to her.  She will be up too for 2 weeks and 
try to get things back on track.


Next meeting September 15th.  


 Adjournment: Moved-Lori, Seconded-Janna,  no objection

7:09PM


Respectfully Submitted,


Sandy Shoulders



